
Break down information silos and help  
mobile workers access data they need
Open new lines of communication between the office and 
the field. Integrate mobile worker activity with conventional 
enterprise software, eliminating barriers between teams and 
accelerating the flow of information.

Leverage location data for increased 
safety and management insight
Location services reduce wasted time and enhance worker 
safety. Know who’s nearby or monitor important assets, get 
precise location instantly in an emergency, and trigger alerts 
when workers enter regulated work zones.
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Over 2.7 billion mobile workers still lack the tools they need to be 
productive, yet organizations need to drive ever-greater team efficiency 
and regulatory compliance. The deskless workforce needs to collaborate 
using eyes-up, hands-free voice interfaces, not just screens.

Orion serves this critically important workforce with Voice-Activated 
Business Automation. Orion helps mobile and frontline teams get more 
done daily and meet compliance requirements. Voice-Activated Business 
Automation simplifies processes and delivers insights by automating 
processes and helping workers access the data they need.

Eliminate manual processes, enhance 
productivity, and ensure compliance



Orion AI Workflows & Voice Bots
Orion AI Workflows are software integrations and automations that help your team do more with voice. 

AI Workflows are easy to use — simply speak, and Orion gets it done. AI workflows are auditable for 
regulatory compliance and post-incident reporting. Seamlessly add them to any Orion talk group. 

More AI Workflows and Voice Bots available. Contact us to discuss your organization’s needs.

SOLUTION SHEET

VOICE-ACTIVATED BUSINESS AUTOMATION

Data 
Queries

Help frontline staff access 
real-time data without leaving 

their post. Workers query 
status, inventory, or guest wait 

times using only their voice.

Emergency 
Alerts

Enable your team to call for help, 
no matter where they are. When 
an emergency phrase is spoken, 
Orion alerts safety teams with 

important location data.

Standard Operating 
Procedures 

Mitigate risk while saving 
staff time. Using their voice, 

workers initiate and complete 
safety checklists, which are 
automatically distributed.

Lone Worker  
Reminders

Help injured team members 
when they can’t call for help. 

Orion checks in with solo staff 
periodically and sounds alarms 

when workers can’t answer. 

Compliance 
Documentation

Painlessly generate correct 
documentation. Workers 
activate the workflow by 

saying the name (for example, 
“shift report”), then answering 

questions asked.

Geofencing  
Voice Alerts 

Alert workers of critical safety 
information when they enter 
a hazardous work site. Notify 
management when workers 

or vehicles enter specific 
work sites.
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